Over 13,000 abortions take place in
Scotland each year.

She’s not conscious
Human value depends on
consciousness? Really? Would it be OK
to kill you while you are asleep?

What do you think? Do you think that’s
just fine? If you do, you really need to
be sure.
That’s because many people believe that
each abortion involves the killing of an
innocent human. 13,000 a year, killed by
the state, amounts to an outrage of
monumental proportions – if they are
right.
So, if you’re going to accept ongoing
mass abortion in Scotland, you really
need to be sure of your ground. Why is
it that you don’t think that the unborn
child matters?
She’s tiny
Human value depends on size? Really?
So a huge man is more valuable than a
slight woman, who is in turn more
valuable than an infant?
He doesn’t look like a baby
Human value depends on appearance?
Really? Is a seriously deformed child of
less value because of their appearance –
because they look “less like a person”?

He can’t do anything

Feotus at 12 weeks in the womb

She’s inside the mother
Human value depends on location?
Really? What’s of infinite value in one
place has no value when it’s
somewhere else? How can a child’s
value change so dramatically in a
journey of about 30cm?
He couldn’t survive on his own
Human value depends on
independence? Really? How about a
new born baby? The elderly and
infirm? Don’t we usually assume a
special responsibility to care for the
vulnerable?

Human value depends on abilities?
Really? So the cleverer or more athletic
you are, the more your life matters? The
more restricted a person’s abilities, the
less valuable their life is?
She’s not wanted
Human value depends on people’s
opinion? Really? If a society decides
that a type of person is unwanted, then
they become worthless? Do the lives of
children born into rejection and neglect
have no value?
Are you really sure? Or are you not
facing up to the issue?
The message from politicians, the media
and entertainers is usually that abortion
is just fine.
But are they right?
Or are we living with a colossal moral
blind spot?

Our Pro-Life Policy

Filling the Void in Scottish Politics

Life is precious. All human life has intrinsic worth
and the measure of a civilised society is how we
treat those who are most vulnerable.

The fundamental values that underpin our society
are being eroded. We present a better vision for
the future of Scotland.

We affirm the value of human life in the
womb. Abortion as a means of birth control is
morally unjustifiable. Ultimately, we would like to
see the law reflect this, but immediate steps could
include offering independent counselling to those
considering an abortion, reducing the current 24
week limit for abortions and preventing abortion on
grounds of disability after 24 weeks. We would
ensure that young people in school are presented
with the facts about abortion and the possible
emotional consequences.

We offer fresh perspectives that could help solve
deeply ingrained problems, and policies that could
enable people of all ages to flourish as they pursue
their path through life.

We would invest in support for women facing
unwanted pregnancy, helping them to establish a
strong network of support and encouraging
alternatives such as fostering or adoption.
Currently, no Holyrood or UK party is willing to start
the debate by standing up to the pro-abortion
consensus
The Greens, Labour and Lib Dems in Scotland are
pushing for the full decriminalisation of
abortion. This entails abortion on demand up to full
term. The SNP government funds organisations
that campaign for this as well. The Conservatives
have no policy, but they are certainly not a pro-life
party and votes for them will not defend the lives of
the unborn.
The Scottish Family Party stands up for the unborn
and is unashamedly pro-life.

Our foundational philosophy is quite distinct from
the current Holyrood parties.
We seek to bring common sense, wisdom, justice,
truth, decency, integrity and virtue into political
debate and, ultimately, into the Scottish Parliament.
Please join us in making our dream a reality. You
can become a member through our website. We’d
value your support and we’d love to meet you.
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